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ABSTRACT

In order to effectively solve the dead-zone and low-precision of T-shaped transmission line fault location, a new
T-shaped transmission line fault location algorithm based on phase-angle jump checking is proposed in this paper.
Firstly, the 3-terminal synchronous fundamental positive sequence voltage and current phasors are extracted and
substituted into the fault branch distance function to realize the selection of fault branch when the fault occurs;
Secondly, use the condition of the fundamental positive sequence voltage phasor at the fault point is equal to
calculate all roots (including real root and virtual roots); Finally, the phase-angle jump check function is used for
checking calculation, and then the only real root can be determined as the actual fault distance, thereby achieving
the purpose of high-precision fault location. MATLAB simulation results show that the proposed new algorithm is
feasible and effective with high fault location accuracy and good versatility.
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1 Introduction

T-shaped transmission line has the characteristics of flexible operation mode, large transmission
capacity and good economy, so it is widely used in power systems. Due to the more complex connection
mode, more connection points and wider influence range of T-shaped transmission line, so when
the T-shaped transmission line fault occurs, the realization of fast and high-precision fault location
can effectively improve the efficiency of manual line inspection, and then shorten the outage time of
transmission line, which has great practical significance to improve the safety, reliability and stability
of power systems.

1.1 Related Research Works
In recent years, scholars have conducted a lot of research on fault location methods for T-shaped

transmission line, which can be divided into two categories from the principle of fault location:
traveling wave location method and fault analysis location method. The principle of the first type
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of traveling wave location method is simple. The fault location is realized by capturing the time
difference of the fault traveling wave heads at 3-terminal of T-shaped transmission line. However, due
to the difficulty in accurately capturing fault traveling wave heads, the fault location accuracy cannot
be guaranteed, and the high hardware requirements and large investment scale limit its application
scale [1–4].

The second type of fault analysis and location methods can be divided into synchronous fault
analysis method [5–13] and asynchronous fault analysis method [14–24] according to the synchroniza-
tion and asynchrony of 3-terminal measurement data. The literature [11–13] achieved the purpose of
fault location by constructing a phase-comparison function based on the synchronous measurement
of phasors at the 3-terminal of the T-shaped transmission line, but the existing phase comparison
function method basically realizes the fault point location by segmented and point-by-point search and
the accuracy of fault location is mainly determined by the search step-size. The setting of search step-
size is too large, the search times and the amount of calculation are small, but the location accuracy is
low; The setting of search step-size is too small and the fault location accuracy is high, but the search
times and calculation will increase greatly. Therefore, the existing phase comparison fault location
method cannot effectively solve the contradiction between accuracy and calculation. Literature [14,15]
deduced the asynchronous fault location algorithm of T-shaped transmission line by using centralized
parameter model, since the influence of distributed parameter characteristics is not considered, its
fault location accuracy is low in high-voltage and long-distance T-shaped transmission line, while
literature [16] deduced the asynchronous fault location equation suitable for T-shaped transmission
line by using distributed parameter model, but the calculation results have the problem of coexistence
of real root and virtual root, complex discrimination calculation of real root and virtual root is needed
to determine the actual fault distance, which is not conducive to the rapid calculation requirement
of fault location. Moreover, the asynchronous fault location method of T-shaped transmission line
proposed in literature [14–16] has the problem of location dead zone near T-node, which limits its
applicability.

1.2 Research Contribution
In this paper, a new fault location algorithm for T-shaped transmission line based on phase angle

jump checking is proposed, which can realize the purpose of rapid selection of fault branch and high-
precision fault location. The simulation results show the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm,
and the algorithm has the characteristics of strong versatility, high fault location accuracy, immunity
to transition resistance, and has the prospect of practical application. The main contributions of this
manuscript are summarized below:

• The distance function method for fast identification of fault branch is proposed. By calculating
the phase-angle of distance function value of each branch and judging whether its symbol is
negative, the fault branch can be determined quickly.

• The high-precision fault location algorithm is proposed and the calculation equation is derived.
Using the equation, all roots (including real root and virtual roots) can be calculated.

• There is no factor of Rf in the fault location equation, so the fault location result is not affected
by the transition resistance in principle.

• The phase angle jump check function is proposed. The real root and virtual roots are respec-
tively substituted into the phase angle jump check function for calculation. By judging whether
the value is negative, the only real root can be quickly determined, which is the fault distance.
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1.3 Organization of Contents
The paper is organized into six sections. The Section 1 describes the review of literature, research

gaps, and contribution of this manuscript. The high-precision fault location equation for 2-terminal
transmission lines is described in the Section 2. All the steps of the proposed algorithm for fault branch
selection and fault location are detailed in the Section 3. The technical flow chart for implementing
the fault location algorithm is described in Section 4. Performance estimation of the algorithm is
illustrated in Section 5. A comparative study of this proposed algorithm with the algorithm reported in
the literature is also included in this section, as well as a correlation study of the capacitance parameter
error and the fault location error. Finally, research is concluded in Section 6 of the manuscript.

2 Analysis of 2-Terminal High Precision Fault Location Model

Fig. 1 shows the positive sequence equivalent network when a short-circuit fault occurs in
2-terminal transmission line. The total length of the line mn is L, where point f is the fault point,
point k is the reference point, and point k is located to the right of point f. According to Fig. 1, the
distribution of fundamental positive sequence voltage and current phasors at points f and k away from
the point m can be obtained [8,9].

Figure 1: Fault diagram of transmission line⎧⎨
⎩

U̇f1 = U̇m1cosh (γ1lmf) − Zc1İm1sinh (γ1lmf)

İmf1 = İm1cosh (γ1lmf) − U̇m1

Zc1

sinh (γ1lmf)
(1)

{
U̇ ′

mk1 = U̇nk1

İfk1 = İmf1 − İf1
(2)

U̇ ′
mk1 = U̇f1cosh (γ1lfk) − Zc1İfk1sinh (γ1lfk) (3)

İ ′
mk1 = İfk1cosh (γ1lfk) − U̇f1

Zc1

sinh (γ1lfk) (4)

In Eqs. (1)−(4): U̇f1 and İmf1 are the fundamental positive sequence voltage phasor and current
phasor at fault point f estimated by the electric quantities of point m; U̇ ′

mk1, İ ′mk1 and U̇nk1, İnk1

respectively are the fundamental positive sequence voltage phasor and current phasor at point k
estimated by the electric quantities of point m and point n; İf1 is the fundamental positive sequence
current phasor injected into fault point f; U̇m1 and İm1 are the fundamental positive sequence voltage
phasor and current phasor at point m; lmf is the distance from point m to f, and lfk is the distance from
point f to k; γ1 = √

(R0 + jw1L0) (G0 + jw1C0) and Zc1 = √
(R0 + jw1L0) / (G0 + jw1C0) are respectively

called the fundamental positive sequence propagation constant and fundamental positive sequence
characteristic impedance; L0 is the line inductance value per unit length, C0 is the line capacitance
value per unit length, and w1 is the fundamental wave angular frequency.
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Then Eq. (5) can be obtained by combining Eqs. (1)−(3).

U̇mk1 − U̇nk1 = Zc1İf1sinh [γ1 (lmf − lmk)] (5)

Eq. (6) can be obtained by combining Eqs. (1), (2) and (4).

İmk1 + İnk1 = İf1 sinh [γ1 (lmf − lmk)] (6)

In Eqs. (5) and (6): U̇mk1 = U̇m1 cosh (γ1lmk) − Zc1İm1 sinh (γ1lmk), U̇nk1 = U̇n1 cosh (γ1 (L − lnk)) −
Zc1İn1 sinh (γ1 (L − lnk)), İmk1 = İm1 cosh (γ1lmk) − U̇m1 sinh (γ1lmk) /Zc1, İnk1 = İn1 cosh (γ1 (L − lmk)) −
U̇n1 sinh (γ1 (L − lmk)) /Zc1.

It can be seen from Eq. (5) that when lmf − lmk = 0, the condition of Zc1İf1 sinh [γ1 (lmf − lmk)] = 0
must be valid, that is, U̇mk1 = U̇nk1 must be valid at the fault point. At the same time, if lmf − lmk �= 0,
the condition of Zc1İf1 sinh [γ1 (lmf − lmk)] = 0 may also be valid, that is, U̇mk1 = U̇nk1 may be valid at the
non-fault point.

Based on above analysis, Eq. (7) can be constructed for fault location calculation.⎧⎨
⎩

U̇m1 (lmf) = A1cosh (γ1lmf) − A2sinh (γ1lmf)

U̇n1 (L − lmf) = A3coshγ1 (L − lmf) − A4sinhγ1 (L − lmf)

U̇m1 (lmf) = U̇n1 (L − lmf)

(7)

In Eq. (7): A1 = U̇m1, A2 = Zc1İm1, A3 = U̇n1, A4 = Zc1İn1, L is the line length, lmf is the fault
distance. Then Eq. (8) can be obtained from Eq. (7).

lmf = 1
2γ1

ln
[(A3 − A4) eγ1L − (A1 + A2)]
[(A1 − A2) − (A3 + A4) e−γ1L]

(8)

Based on above analysis, multiple roots (including real root and virtual roots) may be obtained in
Eq. (8), and the only real root must be determined by accurate identification to achieve the purpose
of fault location.

Therefore, a new criterion method based on phase angle jump checking is constructed, which can
achieve the purpose of accurate fault location. Simultaneous Eqs. (5) and (6), and considering the
asynchronous phase angle difference of PMU systems at point m and point n is δ, the function f (lmk)

can be constructed, as shown in Eq. (9).

f (lmk) = U̇mk1 − ejδU̇nk1

İmk1 + ejδ İnk1

= Zc1tanh [γ1 (lmf − lmk)] (9)

Set lmk − lmf = Δl, lmk = lmf − Δl, then Eq. (9) can be transformed into Eq. (10).

f (lmf − �l) = U̇m1 (lmf − �l) − ejδU̇n1 [L − (lmf − �l)]

İm1 (lmf − �l) + ejδ İn1 [L − (lmf − �l)]
= Zc1tanh (γ1�l)

(10)

In Eqs. (9) and (10): L is the line length, U̇m1 (lmf − Δl) and İm1 (lmf − Δl) are the fundamental
positive sequence voltage phasor and current phasor at the distance from point m to lmf − Δl;
U̇n1 [L − (lmf − Δl)] and İn1 [L − (lmf − Δl)] are the fundamental positive sequence voltage phasor and
current phasor at the distance from point n to L− (lmf − Δl), δ is the asynchronous phase angle, which
can be calculated from Eq. (11).

δ = arg
(
U̇mn1

) − arg
(
U̇n1

)
(11)
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In Eq. (11): U̇mn1 is the fundamental positive sequence voltage phasor at point n calculated by the
electric quantities of point m and U̇n1 is the fundamental positive sequence voltage phasor extracted
by the electric quantity of point n before the fault occurs.

From Eq. (10), when Δl > 0, arg [f (lmf − Δl)] ≈ 90o; when Δl < 0, arg [f (lmf − Δl)] ≈ −90◦;
when Δl = 0, arg [f (lmf − Δl)] = 0◦, that is, arg [f (lmf − Δl)] will have a jump when crossing from the
left to the right of the fault point f.

Based on above analysis, the high-precision fault location equation of 2-terminal synchronous
phasor measurement based on distributed parameter model can be derived, as shown in Eq. (12).⎧⎨
⎩lmf = 1

2γ1
ln [(A3−A4)eγ1L−(A1+A2)]

[(A1−A2)−(A3+A4)e−γ1L]
arg [f (lmf − �l)] · arg [f (lmf + �l)] < 0

(12)

In Eq. (12): A1 = U̇m1, A2 = Zc1İm1, A3 = ejδU̇n1, A4 = Zc1ejδ İn1, L is the line length, lmf is the fault
distance, Δl is check step-size.

3 Analysis of Calculation Method for Fault Location of T-Shaped Transmission Line
3.1 Analysis of Fault Branch Selection

A typical T-shaped transmission line is shown in Fig. 2. It is assumed that the phase angle
difference between point M and point N is δ1, the phase angle difference between point M and point
P is δ2. Then δ1, δ2 can be calculated by Eq. (13).{

δ1 = arg
(
U̇MT1

) − arg
(
U̇NT1

)
δ2 = arg

(
U̇MT1

) − arg
(
U̇PT1

) (13)

In Eq. (13): U̇MT1, U̇NT1, U̇PT1 are the fundamental positive sequence voltage phasors at node T
calculated by the electrical quantities of the M, N and P points respectively before the fault occurs.

As shown in Fig. 2, the fault point f is in the branch TN, the voltage and current phasors at node
T are taken as U̇T1 = (

U̇MT1 + ejδ2U̇PT1

)
/2 and İT1 = İMT1 +ejδ2 İPT1, respectively, and then U̇mk1, İmk1, U̇nk1,

İnk1 in Eq. (9) are replaced by U̇NT1, İNT1, U̇T1, İT1, respectively. At the same time node T is taken as the
reference point, then Eq. (14) can be obtained after sorting.

f (lNT) = ejδ1U̇NT1 − U̇T1

ejδ1 İNT1 + İT1

= Zc1tanh [γ1 (lNf − lNT)] (14)

Figure 2: Fault diagram of T-shaped transmission line

According to Eq. (14), since node T is on the left side of the fault point f, that is, lNf − lNT < 0, the
condition of phase angle arg [f (lNT)] < 0 must be valid. If the voltage and current at node T are taken
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as U̇T1 = (
ejδ1U̇NT1 + ejδ2U̇PT1

)
/2 and İT1 = ejδ1 İNT1 + ejδ2 İPT1, respectively, replace U̇mk1, İmk1, U̇nk1, İnk1 in

Eq. (9) with U̇MT1, İMT1, U̇T1, İT1, respectively, and use node T as the reference point. Then then Eq. (15)
can be obtained after sorting.

f (lMT) = U̇MT1 − U̇T1

İMT1 + İT1

= Zc1tanh (γ1lTf) (15)

According to Eq. (15), the condition that the phase angle arg [f (lMT)] > 0 of the non-fault branch
MT must be valid. If the voltage and current at node T are taken as U̇T1 = (

U̇MT1 + ejδ1U̇NT1

)
/2

and İT1 = İMT1 + ejδ1 İNT1, respectively, replace U̇mk1, İmk1, U̇nk1, İnk1 in Eq. (9) with U̇PT1, İPT1, U̇T1, İT1,
respectively, and use node T as the reference point. Then then Eq. (16) can be obtained after sorting.

f (lPT) = ejδ2U̇PT1 − U̇T1

ejδ2 İPT1 + İT1

= Zc1tanh (γ1lTf) (16)

According to Eq. (16), the condition that the phase angle arg [f (lPT)] > 0 of the non-fault branch
PT must be valid.

From above analysis, by calculating the symbol value of the phase angle function of each branch of
T-shaped transmission line (all taking node T as the reference point), the branch where the fault point
occurs can be determined, which lays a foundation for the high-precision fault location of T-shaped
transmission line proposed in this paper.

3.2 Fault Branch Location Algorithm for T-Shaped Transmission Line
When the fault branch of the T-shaped transmission line is determined (taking NT as the fault

branch as an example), use Eq. (17) to perform accurate fault location calculation.⎧⎨
⎩lNf = 1

2γ1
ln [(A3−A4)eγ1L−(A1+A2)]

[(A1−A2)−(A3+A4)e−γ1L]
arg [f (lNf − Δl)] · arg [f (lNf + Δl)] < 0

(17)

In Eq. (17): A1 = ejδ1U̇N1, A2 = Zc1ejδ1 İN1, A3 = (
U̇MT1 + ejδ2U̇PT1

)
/2, A4 = İMT1 + ejδ2 İPT1, L is the

length of fault branch NT, lNf is the fault distance from N side, Δl is check step-size.

3.3 Relative Error Evaluation of Fault Location
The high-precision fault location lNf can be calculated from Eq. (17) to achieve the purpose of

high-precision fault location. In order to verify the ranging accuracy of the method in this paper, the
relative error index is defined as Eq. (18).

el =
∣∣∣∣ lNf − lf

L

∣∣∣∣ × 100% (18)

In Eq. (18): lNf is the fault location result, lf is the actual fault distance, and L is the full length of
the fault branch.

4 Calculation Steps for Fault Location of T-Shaped Transmission Line

In this paper, a new high-precision fault location method for T-shaped transmission line is
proposed, and the flowchart of the technique can be represented by Diagram 1.
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START

Extract the fundamental positive sequence voltage phasors and current phasors at points M, 

N and P when fault occurs, which aree , , , , respectively.

END

, , , , , are calculated based on , , , , respectively. Then 

, , , , , are substituted into Eq. (14), (15) and (16) to calculate the fault branch.

After determining the fault branch, then calculate A1, A2, A3 and A4 respectively 
and substitute them into Eq. (17). all roots (including real root and virtual root) are 

calculated by using the condition that the voltage phasor is equal.

By substituting all the roots into the phase-angle jump function in Eq. (17) 
for checking calculation, the only real root can be determined.

By calculating the mean value of all real roots to obtain the fault distance

Diagram 1: T-shaped transmission line fault location based on phase-angle jump checking

5 Simulation Calculation
5.1 Simulation Example

The simulation system model of T-shaped transmission line with voltage level of 500 kV, line length
of LMT = 50 km, LPT = 70 km, LNT = 500 km is established by using Simulink module in MATLAB
software. The fault point is located in the branch NT, and the fault simulation model is shown in Fig. 3.

System parameters on side M: ĖM = 1� 10o, ZM1 = (0.2534 + j2.046)Ω, ZM0 = (0.1121 + j6.723) Ω.

System parameters on side P: ĖP = 1� 15o, ZP1 = (0.2534 + j2.046) Ω, ZP0 = (0.1121 + j6.723)Ω.

System parameters on side N: ĖN = 1� 0o, ZN1 = (2.82 + j40.092)Ω, ZN0 = (0.224 + j12.546) Ω.

Line parameters: L1 = 0.8858 mH/km, R1 = 0.027 �/km, C1 = 0.0127 μF/km; L0 =
2.0671 mH/km, R0 = 0.1948 �/km, C0 = 0.009 μF/km.

The BC phase to phase short circuit fault occurs in the analog line. The fault point is 70 km away
from point N, and the transition resistance is Rf = 10 �. The fault is removed after lasting 68 ms and
the data sampling frequency is fs = 5000 Hz.
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Figure 3: Simulation model of T-shaped transmission line fault

The voltage and current curves of M, N and P points with random noise (SNR = 40 db) are
shown in Fig. 4. A Butter-worth band-pass filter is set in front of the voltage and current synchronous
phasor acquisition unit at M, N and P points, the fundamental voltage and current curves extracted
by filtering are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 4: Voltage and current curves of M, N and P points with random noise (SNR = 40 db)

So that after the fault occurs in the line, the synchronous phasor acquisition unit can quickly
extract the fundamental positive sequence voltage and current phasors, and substitute them into
Eq. (17) to calculate the fault distance lNf and verify the step size �l = 0.1 km, the results are shown
in Fig. 6.

In order to improve the accuracy of fault location, take the average value of the calculation results
shown in Fig. 6, substitute the lNf after taking the average value into the phase angle check function in
Eq. (17) for checking, and the final calculation results are shown in Eq. (19).{

lNf = 70.0145 km

arg [f (70.0145 + 0.1)] · arg [f (70.0145 − 0.1)] = −2.4540
(19)
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Figure 5: Fundamental voltage and current curves of M, N and P points extracted after butter-worth
filtering

Figure 6: Results of fault location

According to Eq. (19), the fault distance lNf = 70.0145 km, and the relative error is 0.0029%. From
the calculation results, it can be seen that the algorithm has high accuracy.

In order to verify the generality and immunity to the transition resistance of the algorithm, single-
phase faults under different transition resistance and different types of faults under the same transition
resistance are set for calculation, meanwhile the single-terminal fundamental frequency impedance-
based fault location (IBFL) is adopted for comparative study. The results are shown in Tables 1–3,
respectively.
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Table 1: Calculation results when A phase ground fault occurs (SNR = 40 db)

Rf (Ω) Fault point (km) Calculation result (km) e (%)

IBFL New method IBFL New method

5 50 49.9425 50.0219 0.0115 0.0044
10 100 100.5735 100.0692 0.0853 0.0138
20 200 200.9591 200.0685 0.1918 0.0137
50+10i 400 403.2872 399.8926 0.6574 0.0215

Table 2: Calculation results of fault location under different fault type (SNR = 40 db)

Fault
type

Fault
point
(km)

Rf = 10 � Rf = 25 �

Calculation result
(km)

e (%) Calculation result
(km)

e (%)

IBFL New
method

IBFL New
method

IBFL New
method

IBFL New
method

A-G 50 49.9425 50.0219 0.0115 0.0044 50.3721 50.0472 0.0744 0.0094
BC 70 70.3405 70.0145 0.0681 0.0029 70.6541 70.0264 0.1305 0.0053
BC-G 100 100.6461 100.0264 0.1292 0.0053 100.6540 100.0316 0.1308 0.0063
ABC 200 200.7885 200.0598 0.1577 0.0120 201.1885 200.0311 0.2377 0.0062
ABC-G 400 400.8555 399.9743 0.1711 0.0051 402.0211 399.9630 0.4042 0.0074

Table 3: Calculation results of fault location under different fault type (SNR = 40 db)

Fault
type

Fault
point
(km)

Rf = 50 � Rf = 100 �

Calculation result
(km)

e (%) Calculation result
(km)

e (%)

IBFL New
method

IBFL New
method

IBFL New
method

IBFL New
method

A-G 50 50.5075 50.0935 0.1015 0.0187 50.8845 49.9144 0.1769 0.0171
BC 100 101.3005 99.99279 0.2601 0.0144 101.6032 100.1187 0.3306 0.0237
BC-G 200 201.7602 200.0322 0.3652 0.0064 203.0540 200.0328 0.6108 0.0066
ABC 350 353.0285 349.9949 0.6057 0.0102 355.1165 349.9550 1.0233 0.0090
ABC-G 450 453.9790 449.9437 0.7958 0.0113 456.5021 449.9269 1.3004 0.0146
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From the simulation results, the new method proposed in this paper has greatly improved the
fault location accuracy of all fault types compared with the traditional IBFL method. Since the
calculation of the fundamental frequency impedance in the traditional IBFL method requires zero-
sequence current compensation, the calculation result of the fundamental frequency impedance is
affected by the transition resistance, the operation mode and the opposite system impedance, and the
centralized parameter model is used for the transmission line, which will inevitably lead to the fault
location accuracy loss. The new method proposed in this paper can effectively overcome the influence
of transition resistance, operation mode and system impedance, and the distributed parameter model
is used for the transmission line, which can achieve high-precision fault location.

5.2 Correlation Analysis between el and ec

As the actual transmission line is greatly affected by the changes of external geographical and
meteorological conditions for a long time, so its capacitance parameters will change, which will affect
the accuracy of fault location results. Fig. 7 shows the correlation curve between the relative error of
fault location (el) and capacitance parameters (ec), then el and ec are expressed as percentages.

Figure 7: Correlation curve between el and ec

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that there is a typical linear correlation between el and ec. When the
|ec| ≤ 2%, the el ≤ 0.05%, and the el is within the acceptable range, the results of fault location can
still maintain high accuracy.

6 Conclusion

Based on the distributed parameter transmission line model, a new fault location algorithm for
T-shaped transmission line based on phase angle jump checking is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the
3-terminal synchronous fundamental positive sequence voltage and current phasors are substituted
into the fault branch distance function to realize the selection of fault branch when the fault occurs;
Secondly, all roots (including real roots and virtual roots) are calculated by using the condition that
the fundamental positive sequence voltage phasor at the fault point is equal. Finally, the verification
calculation is performed by phase angle jump checking to determine that the only real root is the actual
fault distance, Then the purpose of high-precision fault location is realized.

The algorithm has the characteristics of strong universality, high ranging accuracy and immunity
to transition resistance. The simulation results verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm,
and has a good application prospect.
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